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Abstract

This paper studies the effects of a stabilization program based on a reduction in the
devaluation rate in an optimizing model with capital controls, minimum wages for unskilled
labor, an informal sector, and public production of intermediate inputs. Perfect mobility
across sectors of the unskilled labor force prevents the emergence of unemployment for that
category of labor, but skilled unemployment prevails in equilibrium. The analysis highlights
the role of endogenous labor market segmentation in assessing the wage and employment
effects of stabilization policies.q2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It has long been recognized that wage flexibility and intersectoral labor
mobility play an important role in the transmission of macroeconomic policy
shocks. Downward rigidity in real wages, for instance, usually prevents a nominal
exchange rate adjustment from translating into a change in relative prices, thereby
hampering the reallocation of resources toward production of tradable goods.
Similarly, a low degree of labor mobility across sectors may raise unemployment,
and thus increase the transitional costs—or even the sustainability—of macroeco-
nomic and structural reform programs.
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A variety of factors have led in recent years to renewed interest in the role of
labor markets in the process of economic adjustment in developing countries.1

First, growing recognition of the importance of the informal sector in generating
employment in response to adverse short-run economic shocks in the formal
economy has prompted several attempts at better understanding the interrelations
between the formal and the informal sectors, most notably factors explaining labor
reallocation.2 Second, various studies have shown that real wages in developing
countries appear to be considerably more flexible than generally assumed. During
the low-growth years of the 1980s, for instance, they fell dramatically in many

Ž .countries Horton et al., 1994 . Evidence of a high degree of wage flexibility has
led many economists to question the adequacy of conventional views on the
sources of unemployment. Third, attempts to stabilize during the 1980s led in
many countries to fiscal restructuring—which in many cases involved constraining

Ž .the growth in or reducing the level of public sector employment and maintaining
wage increases below inflation. Because the public sector remains a major

Žemployer in the formal sector in many developing countries it accounted, for
.instance, for 25% of employment in Tunisia and 40% in Jordan in the mid-1990s ,

changes in the government’s employment and wage-setting policies tend to have
significant effects on private sector wages and employment. Understanding how
such effects are transmitted to the rest of the economy has become an issue of
major importance. Finally, the increased incidence of poverty and wage dispersion
during the past two decades has raised concerns about the social and distributional
effects of adjustment programs in developing countries, and has led many re-
searchers to focus on the role of labor market institutions and regulations.

This paper analyzes the effects of a stabilization program based on a reduction
in the devaluation rate on the labor market and aggregate output. As discussed

Ž . Ž .extensively by Agenor 2000 and Agenor and Montiel 1996 , exchange rate´ ´
Žbased programs have been implemented by many developing countries particu-

.larly in Latin America in the past three decades in their attempt to stabilize from
high inflation. Although there exists a large literature on the aggregate dynamics
associated with these programs, there has been relatively little emphasis on the
role of the labor market. The integration of the monetary and real sectors makes
the model presented in this paper particularly suitable for the analysis of the labor
market implications of financial and exchange rate policies in the short run.
Specifically, the analysis is based on a framework that incorporates several
features that are deemed important for developing countries: capital controls, a

1 Ž . Ž .See Agenor 1996, 1999 and the World Bank 1995 for comprehensive accounts of the recent´
literature in that area.

2 Ž . Ž .See notably Agenor and Aizenman 1999 and Agenor and Santaella 1998 . Both papers provide´ ´
an analysis of wage efficiency considerations in the context of an optimizing model with segmented
labor markets.
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large informal sector, public sector production and employment, a heterogeneous
labor force, binding minimum wages and turnover costs in the formal sector, and
wage and price flexibility in the informal economy.

Section 2 presents the analytical framework. Section 3 expresses the model in a
compact dynamic form. Section 4 examines the short- and longer-run effects of a
reduction in the devaluation rate. The analysis emphasizes the effects of these
policy shocks on the composition of employment across sectors, relative wages,
and unemployment. Section 5 summarizes the main results of the paper and
discusses some possible extensions of the analysis.

2. The analytical framework

Consider a small open economy in which four categories of agents operate:
firms, households, the government, and the central bank. The exchange rate is
depreciated at a predetermined rate by the central bank. The economy consists of
two major segments: the formal economy and the informal sector. In the formal
economy, only one good is produced: an exportable good, whose output is entirely
sold abroad.3 Firms in the informal economy produce a nontradable good, which
is used only for final domestic consumption. The capital stock in each production

Žsector is fixed within the time frame of the analysis. The labor force which is also
.constant is heterogeneous and consists of skilled and unskilled workers. Produc-

tion of the nontradable good requires only unskilled labor, whereas both labor
categories are used as intermediate inputs to produce exportables.4

ŽIn the exportable sector, the real wage measured in terms of the domestic price
.of exportables earned by skilled workers is determined so as to minimize turnover

Ž .costs which include hiring, training, litigation, and firing costs , whereas unskilled
workers earn a minimum wage fixed by the government. For a given level of
wages, firms in the exportable sector determine the level of employment of both
categories of labor so as to maximize profits. Unskilled workers can move freely
and instantaneously between the formal and the informal sectors. The informal
sector therefore absorbs all unskilled workers who are not hired in the formal
sector. Wages in that sector adjust continuously to equilibrate supply and demand
for labor. Prices are also flexible in the informal sector, and adjust to eliminate
excess demand for nontradable goods.

3 The absence of an import-competing sector can be rationalized the assumption that the efficiency
losses induced by barriers to foreign trade—which are not explicitly modeled here—are so large that

Žgoods that are in principle importable have effectively become nontraded Agenor and Aizenman,´
.1996 .

4 The assumption that the nontraded goods sector does not use skilled labor is consistent with the
evidence on employment structure in the informal sector in many developing countries.
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There is no unemployment benefit scheme in the economy. Unskilled workers’
Ž .opportunity cost of effort foregone leisure is taken to be nil; those who are

unable to find employment in the formal sector are thus always willing to move to
the informal economy. By contrast, skilled workers who are not successful in
applying for a job in the exportable sector always opt to remain unemployed,
rather than take up employment in the informal sector. The assumption here is that
the going wage in the informal economy, adjusted for the perceived net cost of
working there—which depends on factors such as demotivation effects, inefficien-
cies associated with on-the-job search activities, loss of skills or social prestige,
and the extent of theAsafety netB provided by relatives—is always lower than the
skilled workers’ reservation wage. Thus,Aquasi-voluntaryB unemployment of
skilled workers—a key feature of the labor market in developing countries, as
discussed later—emerges in equilibrium.5

Households supply labor inelastically and consume, in addition to the nontrad-
able good produced in the informal sector, an imperfectly substitutable imported

Žgood. They hold three categories of assets: domestic money which bears no
.interest , foreign bonds, and domestic government bonds. Money and government

Žbonds are held only domestically. Capital controls which take the form of a tax on
.holdings of foreign assets impede the mobility of capital across borders. Finally,

the government consumes imported goods, receives transfers from the central
Žbank, and pays interest on its domestic debt and levies in addition to taxes on

.private foreign assets lump-sum taxes on households.

2.1. Output in the formal economy

As stated above, only one exportable good is produced in the formal economy.
The world price of exportables is exogenous and normalized to unity for simplic-
ity. The domestic price of exportables is thus equal to the nominal exchange rate,
E.

Let n and n denote employment levels of skilled and unskilled laborS U
Ž .measured in natural units . The representative producer’s production function in
the exportable sector is given by6

Y sV n ,n , 1Ž . Ž .E S U

5 Because there is no unemployment benefit scheme in the present framework, unemployed workers
Ž .in the long run are implicitly assumed to either turn to a subsistence activity home production or to

rely on relatives to cater for their basic needs.
6 Except otherwise indicated, partial derivatives are denoted by corresponding subscripts, while the

total derivative of a function of a single argument is denoted by a prime. A sign over a variable refers
to the sign of the corresponding partial derivative, andx'd xrdt. Time subscripts are omitted for˙
simplicity. A tilde over a variable is used to denote steady-state values.
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whereV is linear homogeneous inn and n with partial derivatives given byS U

V ,V )0, V ,V -0, and V )0. Skilled and unskilled labor are thusn n n n n n n nS U S S U U S U

taken to be Edgeworth complements in the production of value added.7

Let v denote the real wage paid to skilled workers employed in the exportableS
Žsector andv -v the real minimum wage earned by unskilled workers bothU S

.measured in terms of the price of exportables . In addition to normal costs
associated with the use of labor inputs in the production process, firms incur a
total cost off qSn in hiring and training newly acquired skilled workers, withS S

qS denoting the quit rate andf the cost incurred in recruiting and training eachS

worker. Similarly, training costs for unskilled workers are given byf qUn ,U U
Ž .where f -f . Following Stiglitz 1974 , the quit rate for skilled workers isU S

specified as depending negatively on the unemployment rate for that category of
labor, u , as well as the ratio ofv to the reservation wage. By contrast, the quitS S

rate for unskilled workers is specified as depending only on the ratio of the
minimum wagev to the reservation wage, because the assumption of perfectU

labor mobility across sectors rules out unemployment for that category of labor.
Unskilled workers’ reservation wage is equal to the going wage in the informal

sector wage,v , whereas skilled workers’ reservation wage,V )v , is taken toI S I
Žbe exogenous as noted earlier, such workers never consider working in the

.informal sector as an option . Thus, the quit rates can be written as

v vS US S U Uq sq ,u , q sq , 2Ž .Sž / ž /V vS I

d s s Ž d . Ž .where u s1yn rn , with n n denoting the supply demand of skilledS S S S S

labor. It is also assumed thatqS , qU -0.8 If qS become less responsive tov v v vS S U U

wages at higher levels of unemployment, so thatqS becomes less negative as thevS

unemployment rate increases, it will also satisfy the conditionqS )0. Alterna-v uS S

tively, if a higher unemployment rate results in a stronger effect of a given change
in the wage ratio on the quit rate,qS -0. The analysis below focuses on thev uS S

latter case, which ensures that an increase in unemployment lowers the optimal
wage.

Profits of the representative firm in the exportable sector are given by

Y y v qf qS n y v qf qU n .Ž . Ž .E S S S U U U

7 The assumption that an increase in the use of unskilled labor raises—as theory would suggest—the
marginal productivity of skilled labor does not of course, preclude the possibility that skilled and

Ž .unskilled labor are net Hicks–Allen substitutes. For some recent evidence on the substitutability
Ž .between skilled and unskilled labor in the formal manufacturing sector in developing countries, see

Ž . Ž .Cardenas and Gutierrez 1996 , and Roberts and Skoufias 1997 .´ ´
8 These restrictions on the quit functions are necessary to ensure that the second-order conditions for

profit maximization are satisfied.
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Ž . Ž .Using Eqs. 1 and 2 , profit maximization with respect tov , n and nS S U
Ž .with v and v given yieldsU I

vSSyf q ,u sV , 3Ž .S v S SS ž /VS

vSSV P sv qf q ,u , 4Ž . Ž .n S S SS ž /VS

vUUV P sv qf q . 5Ž . Ž .n U UU ž /v I

Ž . SEq. 3 is the optimal wage setting condition. It can be rewritten asf q rVS v SS

sy1, which is the familiar condition indicating that minimizing production costs
associated with the use of skilled labor is achieved when a rise in skilled workers’
wage increases direct labor costs by as much as it reduces turnover costs.

Given the assumptions stated above regarding the sign ofqS and qS , andv v v uS S S S

Ž .given the definition ofu , Eq. 3 implies that the equilibrium skilled workers’S

wage can be written as
q

dv sv u sv n , 6Ž .Ž . Ž .S S S S S

Žwhich shows that an increase in open unemployment or a reduction in labor
.demand , by reducing the quit rate, lowers the optimal wage paid to skilled

workers.9

Ž . Ž .From Eqs. 4 and 5 , and with the second-order conditions for profit maxi-
mization imposingV V yV 2 )0, the demand functions for labor can ben n n n n nS S U U S U

derived as

? ?d d d dn sn v ,v ;v , n sn v ,v ;v , 7Ž .S S S I U U U S I Už / ž /
Ž .which, using Eq. 6 , can be rearranged to give

? ?d d d dn sn v ;v , n sn v ;v . 8Ž .S S I U U U I Už / ž /
Ž .Eq. 8 indicates that an increase in the informal sector wage, by increasing the

Ž .quit rate of unskilled workers and thus turnover costs in the exportable sector,
lowers the demand for that category of labor. As a result of gross complementarity
between labor categories, the demand for skilled labor falls also. By contrast, the
effect of changes in the minimum wage on labor demand are in general ambigu-
ous. On the one hand, an increase in the minimum wage raises labor costs directly

9 Ž .Hoddinot 1996 , for instance, found evidence of a negative relationship—albeit at the aggregate
level—between wage and unemployment levels in Africa.
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and reduces demand for both categories of labor. On the other, the induced
reduction in turnover costs associated with the reduction in the quit rate of
unskilled workers tends to increase the demand for that category of labor, as well
as the demand for skilled labor. If unit turnover costsf or the sensitivity of theU

quit rate to wagesqU are not too large, the direct effect will dominate and av rvU I

rise in v will reduce demand for both categories of labor.U
d Ž .Substituting the solution forn in Eq. 6 yieldsS

?
v sv v ;v , 9Ž .S S I Už /

which leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The optimal wage for skilled workers,v , is independent of theS
( )informal sector wage if a there are no turnoÕer costs on unskilled labor

( ) ( )f s0 ; b the quit rate for unskilled labor does not depend on relatiÕe wagesU
( U ) ( )q s0 ; or c the quit rate for skilled workers is independent of the leÕel ofv rvU I

( S )unemployment qs0 . In the latter case,v is also independent of the minimumu SS

wage.

Intuitively, a rise in the informal sector wage, by increasing the quit rate for
unskilled labor in the exportable sector, lowers the demand for that category of

Ž .labor and reduces as a result of gross complementarity of production factors the
demand for skilled labor. The skilled unemployment rate rises as a result, leading
to a reduction in the optimal wage for skilled workers. If the unit turnover cost

Ž .associated with unskilled labor is zerof s0 , or equivalently if the quit rate forU
Ž U .that category of labor does not depend on relative wages so thatq s0 , thenv rvU I

Ev rEv s0. The optimal wage for skilled workers will depend in that case onlyS I

on the minimum wage.10 In addition, if the quit rate for skilled workers is
Ž S .independent of the level of unemploymentq s0 , then Ev rEv sEv rEvu S I S US

s0.
Fig. 1 shows the determination of the optimal wage. Curve WSC is the

Ž Ž .. dwage-setting condition Eq. 6 and has a positive slope.n is the labor demandS
Ž .curve given in Eq. 7 , which has a negative slope. The equilibrium wage is

obtained atE. An increase in the informal sector wage shifts thend curve to theS
Žleft, with no effect on the WSC curve. The net result is a reduction inv asS

X.given at pointE .

10 Ž .A relationship such as Eq. 9 can also be derived from other models of wage determination—as,
for instance, in an efficiency wage model where effort is related positively to the wage ratio and
inversely to the unemployment rate. In such a setting, reducing the premium over the informal sector
wage would have an adverse effect on the firm’s profitability by reducing the level of effort produced

Ž .by those remaining on the job. Yet another approach to deriving an equation similar to Eq. 9 would
Ž .be, as in Agenor 1998 , to assume that a trade union operates in the exportable sector.´
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Fig. 1. Determination of the equilibrium wage for skilled workers.

In what follows, it will be assumed thatqS is strictly positive. Nevertheless, asuS

can be expected, whetherf or q are small or large plays an important roleU v rvU I

in the dynamics of policy shocks.
Ž . Ž .Substituting Eq. 8 in Eq. 1 yields output of the representative producer as

?s sY sY v ;v . 10Ž .E E I Už /

2.2. Output and price formation in the informal sector

Production in the informal sectorY depends only on labor and is characterizedI

by decreasing marginal returns:

Y sy n , yX )0, yY-0, 11Ž . Ž .I I I I I

wheren denotes the quantity of labor employed in the informal economy.I

The representative producer maximize profits given byzy1Y yv n , whereI I I

v denotes the real wage in the informal sector measured in terms of the price ofI

exported goods, andzsErP , the relative price of exportables in terms ofI

informal sector goods, which will be referred to as the real exchange rate. Profit
maximization yields the familiar equality between marginal revenue and marginal
cost,v syXrz, from which labor demand can be derived asI I

ndsyXy1
v z snd v z , ndX-0, 12Ž . Ž . Ž .I I I I I I
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where v z measures the product wage in the informal sector. Substituting Eq.I
Ž . Ž .12 in Eq. 11 yields the representative producer’s supply function for goods
produced in the informal sector:

Y ssY s v z . YX
-0. 13Ž . Ž .I I I I

Ž . Ž .Using Eqs. 10 and 13 , net factor incomey is

PysEYs v ;v qP Ys v z , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .E I U I I I

Ž .where P is the price of the consumption basket derived below .

2.3. Household

There is only one household in this economy, whose members consist of all
workers, skilled and unskilled. The consumption decision of the household is
assumed to follow a two-step process. It determines first the optimal level of total
consumption, and then allocates that amount between consumption of the home
good and the imperfectly substitutable imported good.

The representative household’s discounted lifetime utility is given by

`
1yhc

yr tq lnm e dt , h)0, h/1, 15Ž .H ½ 51yh0

Ž .where r denotes the rate of time preference assumed constant ,c total real
consumption, andm real money balances.

Real financial wealth of the household,a, is defined as

asmqbqb) , 16Ž .
where b denotes real holdings of government bonds, andb) real holdings of
foreign bonds, both measured in terms of the price of the consumption basket.
Specifically, b)sEB)rP, where B) represents holdings of foreign bonds
measured in foreign-currency terms. The flow budget constraint is given by

asyycytq ibq i )y iq´ b)yp a, 17Ž . Ž .˙
wheret denotes the real value of lump-sum taxes,i the domestic nominal interest

) ˙rate, i the exogenous, risk-free interest rate on foreign bonds, andp'PrP the
domestic inflation rate. The termyp a accounts for capital losses on total wealth
resulting from inflation, whereas the terḿb) represents the capital gain on the
stock of foreign bonds resulting from exchange rate depreciation. The termib),
where 0- i-1, represents taxes on foreign bonds. The tax ratei is endogenous
and depends positively on actual holdings of foreign assets:11

is i b) ,P , i ))0. 18Ž . Ž .b

11 Ž .i may also depend on other factors such as the household’s demographic characteristics , which
are left unspecified here.
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In the first stage of the consumption decision process, households treatp , ´ , y,
) Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , i andt as given, and maximize Eq. 15 subject to Eqs. 16 , 17 and 18 by

� )4`choosing a sequencec,m,b,b . Let rs iyp denote the domestic real ratets0

of interest andss1rh the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. The optimality
conditions are

yq
hc rms i ´ msm c, i , 19Ž .ž /

is i )y iq´yb)i ) , 20Ž .b

crcss ryr , 21Ž . Ž .˙

Ž yr t .together with the transversality condition lim ea s0.t™`

Ž . Ž . Ž .Conditions 19 and 21 are familiar. Eq. 19 equates the marginal rate of
substitution between consumption and real money balances to the opportunity cost
of holding money. It can be solved to relate the demand for money positively to

Ž .the level of transactions as measured by total consumption expenditure and
Ž .negatively to the domestic nominal interest rate. Eq. 21 is the Euler equation,

which relates the rate of change in consumption to the difference between the
domestic real interest rate and the discount rate.

Ž .The novelty here is Eq. 20 , which is the interest rate parity condition that
holds under capital controls and the assumption that the household internalizes the
effect of its portfolio decisions on the tax rate that it faces. It shows that in
equilibrium, the household must equate the rate of return on domestic bonds to the
domestic-currency value of the rate of return on foreign bonds, which consists of
the sum of the interest rate on foreign bondsi ) and the devaluation raté, minus
the tax ratei and the increase in tax liabilities induced by a marginal increase in
foreign assets—which is given by the product of the level of assetsb), and the
marginal increase in the tax rate,i ) .12

b
) Ž .

)Using the linear approximationi, i b to the tax function, Eq. 20 can beb

solved for the optimal demand of foreign bonds:

b)s i )q´y i rg , 22Ž . Ž .
Ž .

)whereg'2i )0. Eq. 22 indicates that real holdings of foreign bonds dependb

on the difference between the domestic interest rate and the gross rate of return on
foreign assets—given by the sum of the foreign interest rate and the devaluation

Ž ) . Ž .
)rate. Wheni ™0 that is, the tax rate is independent ofb , g™0 and Eq. 22b

yields the uncovered interest parity conditionis i )q´.13

12 It should be noted that, in practice, the effectiveness of taxes on foreign assets would eventually
erode over time, as agents learn how to evade them. The analysis here should thus be viewed as being
cast in a time frame within which taxation remain effective.

13 Ž .Turnovsky 1985 offered a specification that leads to an asset demand function analytically similar
Ž . Ž .to Eq. 22 . See also Agenor 1997 for a derivation based on individual default risk.´
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In the second stage of the consumption decision process, the representative
household’s allocation rule is14

c sd z1ydc, c s 1yd zydc, 23Ž . Ž .I M

where 0-d-1. c denotes individual purchases of the informal sector good andI

c expenditure on the imported good.M

2.4. Prices and the market for home goods

The consumer price index,P, can thus be defined as:

PsPdE1ydsEzyd , 24Ž .I

so that

ps´yd zrz. 25Ž .˙
The equilibrium condition of the market for informal sector goods can thus be

written as

Y ssd z1ydc. 26Ž .I

Ž . Ž .Using Eqs. 14 and 24 yield total income as

yszd Y sqzy1Y s . 27Ž .Ž .E I

2.5. Wage formation and labor market equilibrium

The process of wage formation varies across segments of the labor market. As
indicated above, both the minimum wage paid to unskilled workers in the
exportable sector and the wage earned by public sector employees are assumed
fixed by the government.15 The skilled workers’ wage is determined by firms so as
to reduce turnover costs, as explained above. Firms in that sector also determine
the level of employment of both categories of labor.

Consider now the informal labor market. The demand for labor is derived from
Ž .profit maximization and is given by Eq. 12 . Both categories of workers first

queue up for employment in the formal sector.16 But whereas unskilled workers

14 Ž .The expressions in Eq. 23 , which specify constant expenditure shares, are derived under the
assumption that the sub-utility function is Cobb–Douglas and that the budget constraint is given by
P c qEc sPc.I I M

15 Assuming that the minimum wage is fully indexed to the price of exportable goods rather than the
overall price level allows us to abstract from supply-side effects induced by the impact of changes in

Ž .the price of exports relative to the price of the consumption basket on the cost of unskilled labor.
16 This assumption requires that both the skilled workers’ wage and the minimum wage be higher

than the informal sector wage. It should be noted, however, that in practice the second condition may
Ž .not hold for theAupper-tierB segment of the informal economy. See, for instance, Yamada’s 1996

discussion of the Peruvian case.
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who are unable to find a job in that sector move immediately to the informal
economy, unsuccessful job seekers among the skilled labor force opt to remain
unemployed.17 With ns denoting the total supply of labor, the supply of unskilled
workers is ns snsyns . The equilibrium condition of the labor market in theU S

informal economy is thus given by

ns ynd snd v z , 28Ž . Ž .U U I I

Ž . Ž . 18which, using Eqs. 8 and 9 , can be solved to yield:

?
< <v sk z;v , k -1, 29Ž .I U zž /

< < S 19 Ž .and k sv if f or q s0. Eq. 29 indicates that a depreciation of the˜z I U v rvU I

real exchange rate has a negative effect on the market-clearing wage in the
informal sector. The effect ofz on informal sector wages is both direct and
indirect. On the one hand, a reduction, say, in the relative price of informal sector

Ž .goods a rise inz requires a direct, offsetting reduction inv to keep laborI

demand constant and maintain equilibrium in the informal sector labor market. On
the other, because the demand for unskilled workers in the formal sector rises as a

Ž S .result as long asf and q )0 , labor supply in the informal sectorU v rvU I

falls—offsetting to some extent the initial downward effect on wages in that
sector. An increase in the minimum wage, as noted earlier, has an ambiguous
effect on the demand for unskilled workers in the exportable sector—and thus on
wages in the informal sector. If unit turnover costsf or the sensitivity of theU

Ž .quit rate of unskilled workersq are sufficiently small, the direct negativev rvU I

effect of a higher minimum on labor demand in the formal economy will
dominate; the resulting increase in labor supply in the informal economy will lead
to an unambiguously negative effect on the market-clearing wage.

Ž . S Ž .From Eq. 29 , it can be shown that, withf and q )0, d zv rdzsU v rv IU I

v qk )0. This result, which plays an important role in what follows, can be˜ I z

summarized in the following proposition.

17 Evidence supporting this assumption can be found in a variety of studies. Hirata and Humphrey’s
Ž .1991 study of industrial workers in Brazil indicates that skilled workers are more likely than other
categories to remain in open unemployment, rather than working in the informal sector. The evidence

Ž .for India reviewed by Banerjee and Bucci 1995 also suggests that the more educated workers are
more likely to engage in unemployed search. Additional evidence—for countries such as Chile,

Ž . Ž .Morocco, and Thailand—is discussed by Agenor 1996 , Horton et al. 1994 , and the World Bank´
Ž .1995 . As indicated earlier, a combination of factors may account for this. In general, they imply thay
the informal sector wage adjusted for the disutility of effort—that is, the opportunity cost of
leisure—is lower than the expected return from remaining unemployed.

18 In what follows, the initial steady-state value of the real exchange rate is normalized to unity.
19 dX w dX Ž d .xSpecifically,k syn v r n q En rE . Note that the direct, adverse effect of an increase in˜z I I I U v I

Ž .v on informal sector employment through a reduction in the demand for labor is compounded by theI
Žindirect negative effect on the demand for unskilled labor in the formal sector resulting from an

.increase in the quit rate and turnover costs , which raises labor supply in the informal economy.
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( )Proposition 2. A depreciation appreciation of the real exchange rate raises
( )lowers the product wage in the informal sector.

2.6. GoÕernment, the central bank, and the money market

There are no commercial banks in the economy. The role of the central bank is
to devalue the nominal exchange rate at a constant rate and to operate the costless

Ž .conversion, at any moment in time, of domestic foreign currency into foreign
Ž .domestic currency. Because there is no domestic credit, the real money stock is
defined as

mszdR) , 30Ž .
where R) is the central bank’s stock of net foreign assets, measured in foreign
currency terms. The central bank receives interest on its holdings of foreign assets.
Its real profitsD are therefore given by

Ds i )q´ zdR) , 31Ž . Ž .
where´ zdR) measures the real value of the revaluation gain on reserves.

The government’s revenue sources consist of taxes on private holdings of
foreign assets, lump-sum taxes on households, and transfers from the central bank.
It consumes imported goods and services its domestic debt. The flow budget

Ž .constraint of the government can be written as, using Eq. 24 :

˙ d ) ) d )p mqbsz g q rby ib yty i q´yp z R , 32Ž . Ž .I

Ž .where g measures government spending on imports. Eq. 32 indicates thatM

government spending on goods plus net interest payments on domestic debt, minus
lump-sum taxes, proceeds from the taxation of private foreign assets, and real
interest income on foreign reserves, must be financed by the inflation tax or
issuance of bonds.

Ž .Finally, using Eq. 19 , the equilibrium condition of the money market can be
solved for the domestic interest rate:

q y
is i c ,m . 33Ž .ž /
Ž .Eq. 33 indicates that an increase in private spending requires a rise in the

nominal interest rate to maintain money market equilibrium, whereas an increase
in the real money stock necessitates a fall in interest rates.

3. Dynamic structure

In order to examine the dynamic properties of the model described in the
previous section, it is convenient to rewrite it in a more compact form. Suppose
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that the government foregoes the issuance of bonds to finance its deficit and
instead varies lump-sum transfers to balance the budget. As shown in Appendix A,
the dynamics of the model can then be formulated in terms of consumption and
the representative household’s wealth measured in foreign-currency terms—or
equivalently here, the sum of the foreign-currency value of foreign assets held by
the private sector and the central bank. Saddlepath stability of the model is also
established in Appendix A.

The steady-state equilibrium of the model is depicted in Fig. 2. TheNN curve
in the North–West quadrant depicts combinations of consumption and the real
exchange rate that are consistent with equilibrium in the market for informal sector

Ž Ž ..goods Eq. A4 , whereas theLL curve in the South–West quadrant depicts
combinations of the informal sector wage and the real exchange rate that are

Ž Ž ..consistent with equilibrium in the informal labor market Eq. 29 . In the
˙w xNorth–East quadrant, the locusFs0 depicts the combinations ofc and F for

w xwhich holdings of foreign assets remain constant, whereas the locuscs0˙
depicts the combinations ofc and F for which private consumption does not

Fig. 2. Steady-state equilibrium.
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w xchange over time. Saddlepath stability requires that thecs0 curve be steeper˙
˙w xthan the Fs0 curve. The saddlepathSS has a positive slope and defines the

Ž .only convergent path to the steady-state equilibrium pointE .
A more detailed graphical illustration of the equilibrium of the labor market is

presented in Fig. 3. Panel A depicts the demand functions for labor in the formal
sector. The demand curve for skilled labornd is downward sloping, because it isS

negatively related tov , the wage earned by skilled workers. The demand forS

unskilled labornd shown in the same panel is also downward sloping, becauseU

skilled and unskilled workers are gross complements. By subtractingnd from theU
s Žtotal supply of unskilled workersn , panel B gives the supply of labor and thusU

Fig. 3. Equilibrium of the labor market.
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.actual employment in the informal economy. Given the downward-sloping labor
demand curve in the informal sectornd, the market-clearing wage—for a givenI

level of the real exchange rate—is determined at pointC. The negative relation-
Žship between the skilled workers’ wage and the informal sector wage forf andU

. Ž Ž ..q )0 is displayed as curveWW in panel D Eq. 9 . As shown in panel A,v rvU I

unemployment of skilled workers prevails in equilibrium and is given by the
distance between the total supply of skilled labor,ns , and the equilibrium point onS

the demand curve,nd.S
˙The steady-state solution of the model is obtained by settingcsFs0. From˙

Ž .Eq. 25 , the steady-state inflation rate is thus equal to the devaluation rate
Ž . Ž .ps´ . From Eq. 21 , the real interest rate is equal to the rate of time˜
preference:

ıy´sr . 34Ž .˜
Ž .Substituting this result in Eq. 22 yields

˜) )b s i yr rg , 35Ž . Ž .
which shows that the steady-state stock of foreign bonds held by the domestic

Žhousehold is positive as long as it has a lower preference for the present or is
. Ž ) . Ž .more patient than foreign householdsr- i . From Eq. 34 , steady-state real

money balancesm are given by˜

msm c,rq´ . 36Ž . Ž .˜ ˜

4. Reduction in the devaluation rate

We now turn to an analysis of the impact and steady-state effects of a
stabilization program based on a permanent reduction in the devaluation rate.20

We emphasize the effects of this shock on wages, the sectoral composition of
employment, and unemployment.21

Consider then a permanent, unanticipated reduction in the devaluation rate with
no discrete change in the level of the exchange rate. The long-run effect of a
reduction in is a proportional reduction in the domestic nominal interest rate. It

Ž .thus has no effect on private demand for foreign assets, as indicated by Eq. 35 .
However, because it lowers the opportunity cost of money, it leads to an increase

20 Technical details related to the impact and steady-state effects are provided in an expanded version
Ž .of this paper available upon request .

21 Ž .In the discussion below, it is implicitly assumed that a downward movements in the skilled
workers’ wage are not large enough to result in a situation in which it is lower than the minimun wage

Ž .and the informal sector wage, and b upward movements in the informal sector wage are not large
enough to reverse the inequalityv )v . These assumptions rule outAregime switchingB.U I
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Ž Ž ..in domestic money demand see Eq. 36 . The increase in the real money stock
Ž )requires a rise in the central bank’s foreign exchange reserves, that is becauseb

.does not change , an increase in the economy’s total holdings of foreign assets. To
Ž .maintain external balance at the initial level of the real exchange rate , private

consumption must increase. The real exchange rate therefore appreciates, thereby
raising real wages for workers in the informal economy and lowering the product
wage there. Employment in the informal sector increases, whereas skilled workers’
wage and demand for both categories of labor in the formal economy fall. Open
unemployment therefore increases.

On impact, the reduction in the devaluation rate lowers the rate of return on
foreign assets and leads to an instantaneous reallocation of portfolios away from
foreign bonds and toward domestic money holdings. This portfolio shift—which
leaves the economy’s stock of foreign assets constant—puts downward pressure

Žon the domestic interest rate to maintain equilibrium in the money market see Eq.
Ž ..33 . Graphically, as shown in Fig. 4, a reduction in the devaluation rate leads to

w xa rightward shift in thecs0 curve. Private consumption jumps downward, from˙

Fig. 4. Reduction in the devaluation rate.
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point E to point A. The fall in private expenditure requires a depreciation of the
real exchange rate to maintain equilibrium between supply and demand for
informal sector goods.22 Real wages in the informal sector therefore fall on
impact. Nevertheless, as implied by Proposition 2, the product wage faced by
producers in the informal economy rises. As a result, output and employment fall
in that sector. The reduction in informal sector real wages raises demand for both
categories of workers in the exportable sector, as well as skilled workers’ wages.
Output of exportable goods increases, skilled unemployment falls, and the distribu-
tion of employment of the unskilled labor force shifts toward the formal economy.
The transitional effects of the shock on real wages and the real exchange rate
operate in a direction opposite to the impact effects.

5. Concluding remarks

The role of the labor market in economic adjustment in developing countries
has been the subject of renewed interest in recent years. The purpose of this paper
has been to present a macroeconomic framework that captures some of the most
salient features of this market and to assess the impact of stabilization policy on
the behavior of wages and employment. The integrated model developed here
captures, in particular, imperfect asset substitutability and the existence of a large
informal sector. The labor market was assumed to be segmented as a result of
minimum wage legislation. The model also assumed the existence ofAluxuryB
unemployment, which captures the fact that those openly unemployed are more

Ž .frequently the more educated Horton et al., 1994 . Unskilled workers cannot
remain unemployed for long due to the lack of unemployment benefits, and tend to
move to the informal sector, where entry is flexible.

The model was used to study the macroeconomic effects of a reduction in the
nominal rate of devaluation. This type of policy has often figured in stabilization
programs implemented in developing economies, but its impact on wages and
employment have seldom been analyzed in a complete macroeconomic model with
the type of labor market structure found in these countries. An important lesson of
the analysis is that short- and long-term effects of stabilization programs on wages
and employment may vary in opposite directions. A proper time frame is thus
essential to analyze empirically the effects of adjustment policies on the labor
market.

The analysis developed here could be extended in a variety of directions. First,
Ž .as shown in an expanded version of this paper available upon request the model

can be used to analyze the effects of public sector layoffs and an increase in the

22 The reduction in consumption and the increase in real money balances combine to produce an
initial drop in the nominal interest rate.
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price of government services, under the assumption that the latter are used as
production inputs in the formal sector.23 The effects of an increase in the price of
government services, for instance, are analyzed under the assumption that there is
no substitution between these services and labor. In the long run, a permanent

Žincrease in the price of government services leads at the initial level of wages and
.prices to a reduction in the demand for both categories of labor in the formal

sector. The resulting increase in labor supply in the informal economy puts
downward pressure on wages there. This tends to raise output and to reduce the
relative price of goods produced in the informal sector, that is, to depreciate the
real exchange rate. The net effect is a reduction in the product wage in the
informal economy, and thus higher output and employment. The reduction in
informal sector wages tends to increase demand for both categories of labor in the
exportable sector; but if the direct effect of a higher price of government services
dominates, labor demand in the formal sector will unambiguously fall, and so will
skilled workers’ wages. In such a case, output of exportables will fall in the long
run.

Second, the analysis could be extended to account for imperfect labor mobility
and open unemployment of the unskilled labor force.24 Third, the existence of
distortionary income and output taxes should be accounted for. As emphasized in
numerous studies, a distinguishing feature of the informal sector is the lack of

Ž .compliance not only with labor regulations as assumed here but also the
avoidance of tax payments. Modeling the tax system and its budgetary implica-
tions implies that intersectoral shifts in production, employment and factor income
induced by some of the policy measures considered here would haveAsecond-
roundB effects and would alter significantly the adjustment process. Finally, the
analysis could be extended to account for labor supply decisions and capital
accumulation, in order to assess the effect of changes in relative factor prices on
investment and resource allocation. The increased dimensionality of the model
would then necessitate recourse to numerical solution methods.
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Appendix A. Dynamic form and stability conditions

Suppose that the government foregoes the issuance of bonds to finance its
Ž̇ .deficit bs0 and instead varies lump-sum transfers to balance the budget.

Ž . 25Normalizing the constant level of domestic bonds to zero, Eq. 32 yields

tszdg y ib)y i )q´ zdR) . A1Ž . Ž .I

Ž .Substituting Eq. 27 , the equilibrium condition of the market for informal
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..sector goods Eq. 26 , and the government budget constraint Eq. A1 in the

Ž Ž ..household’s flow budget constraint Eq. 17 yields

aszd Y syc yg q i )q´ b)qzdR) yp a.Ž . Ž .Ž .˙ E M M

Because prices in the informal sector are fully flexible,z can jump in response
d Ž ) ) .to new information. Thus, becauseasz R qB , real wealth in domestic

currency terms will also be subject to jumps. However, measured in foreign
currency terms, real wealth cannot jump. Thus, letFsR)qB), so thataszdF.

Ž .Consequently, using Eq. 25 :

d ˙) ˙)asz R qB q ´yp a.Ž .Ž .˙

Ž .Combining the previous two equations, together with Eq. 23 , yields

˙ ) s ydFs i FqY y 1yd z cyg , A2Ž . Ž .E M

which represents the consolidated flow budget constraint of the economy.26

25 Normalizing the constant level of domestic bonds to zero is not entirely innocuous. As can be seen
from the derivations below, a positiveb would imply the possibiliy of jumps in real private financial
wealth—except in the case where government bonds are denominated in foreign currency terms.
Nevertheless, this complication is ignored, given the already complex nature of the model.

26 Ž .Integrating Eq. A2 yields the economy’s intertemporal budget constraint, which requires, subject
Ž yi ) t .to the transversality condition lim e F s0, that the current level of foreign assets be equal tot™`

the discounted stream of the excess of domestic absorption of imported goods over output of
exportables.
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To determine the market-clearing solutions for the real exchange rate and
wages in the informal sector, consider first the equilibrium condition of the market

Ž Ž .. Ž .for informal sector goods Eq. 26 . Solving this condition together with Eq. 13
yields the equilibrium value ofz:

< <zsz v ,c . z -1. A3Ž .Ž .I v I

The equilibrium condition of the informal labor market withAluxuryB unem-
Ž .ployment is given by Eq. 28 and the equilibrium value ofv is given by Eq.I

Ž . Ž . 2729 . Substituting this result in Eq. A3 yields

zsz c . A4Ž . Ž .
The next step is to eliminate the real money stock and the private stock of

Ž . Ž . Ž .foreign bonds from the system. First, note that from Eqs. 22 , 30 and 33 :

d ) ) ) d ) d )msz R qB yB sz Fyb sz Fy i q´y i c,m rg .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Substituting out from Eq. A4 forz yields, together with Eq. A3 :

d
)ms g z c Fy i q´ q i c r gy i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .� 4c m

so that
q?

msw c;F ;´ . A5Ž .ž /
˜Ž . Ž .In what follows, it is assumed thatw s dg z Fq i r gy i )0. Thisc c c m

˜condition holds if the initial level of foreign assets,F, is not too large.
Ž . Ž .Substituting Eq. A5 in Eq. 21 yields

crcss i c,w c;F ;´ y´qd zrzyr . A6� 4Ž . Ž .˙ ˙
Ž .Eq. A4 yields zsz c. Substituting this result in the above equation yields˙ ˙c

yq y
csG c ,F ;´ . A7Ž .˙ ž /

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting Eqs. 9 , 29 and A3 in Eq. 10 yields
s sY sy c ,Ž .E E

with EysrEcs0 if f or qU s0.E U v rvU I

Ž . Ž .Substituting this result, together with Eq. A4 in Eq. A2 yields

yd
) sḞs i Fqy c y 1yd z c cyg .Ž . Ž . Ž .E M

This equation can be written as

)Ḟs i FqC c yg , A8Ž . Ž .M

27 < < Ž . < <Note that 1y z k )0, since z -1 and, from Eq. 29 ,k -1.v z v zI I
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where

ECrEcsEysrEcy 1yd qd 1yd z .Ž . Ž .E c

Ž . Ž .Eqs. A7 and A8 allow us to express the dynamics of the system in terms of
private consumption and the economy’s stock of foreign assets measured in
foreign currency terms. A linear approximation around the steady state yields

G Gc cycc F˙ ˜s . A9Ž .
)˙ ˜C iF FyFc

Ž .A necessary and sufficient condition for the system described by Eq. A9 to be
Ž ) .saddlepath stable is that the determinantG i yC G be negative. This condi-c c F

tion is interpreted graphically in Fig. 2, and can be interpreted as requiring that the
interest rate on foreign assets be sufficiently small to prevent an explosive
behavior of consumption driven by large wealth effects.
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